INTELLIGENT 404

Cludo just killed the 404 Page as you know it.
Intelligent 404 pages moved 1,510 visitors every month on average, from a broken link to a relevant page for each
of our beta customers.
Stop losing frustrated customers due to broken links. Cludo’s Intelligent 404
pages learn and adapt based on visitor behavior, creating smart pathways
to content that is relevant to website visitors, when the page they land on
no longer exists.
•

Offer pathways to content that is relevant to website visitors, even when
the page they land on no longer exists.

•

Create a better visitor experience that leads to more conversions.

•

Get more out of the same powerful AI technology that’s been proven to
work in our search solution.

•

Track how many 404s are being generated on your site, where visitors
are migrating to from those pages, and what their success rate is.

404s hurt more than you may realize…

73.72%

79%

Only 17%

of people who reach a 404 page will
leave your website and not return.

of visitors dissatisfied with website
performance say they are less likely to
buy from the same site again.

of the 404s people encounter can be
fixed by crawling your own website.

A better visitor experience. Smarter analytics.
More Conversions.
A lot of organizations aren’t even aware of the number of 404s being
generated by their websites, but every one of those is a missed
opportunity for better customer engagement.
404 analytics will help you track how many 404s are being generated on
your site, where visitors are migrating to from those pages, and what the
success rate is for those being diverted.
By diving into this data, you can gain a clearer picture of what content is
working on your site, and where your gaps are.

Cute pictures saying sorry don't cut it anymore.
Cludo’s Intelligent 404 pages help your visitors get to where they want to go.
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